
 

 

                                                      

                                                 Sports games for LTT in Despotovac, Serbia     

                                                                        CATCH the game  

 

 

1. Insert the cap 

 
Each team has 8 members. Each team is made up of students from different countries (Italy, Spain, 

Poland, Türkiye, Slovakia and Serbia). There are 6 teams in total. The team's task is to insert as many 

plastic bottle caps as possible into the box. Each team member inserts one bottle cap into the box at 

the same time. The throwing distance from the box is 3 meters. The time limit for inserting the bottle 

cap into the box is 2 minutes. 3 teams play at the same time. 

 

2. Hit the basket 

 
Each team has 8 members. Each team is made up of students from different countries (Italy, 

Spain, Poland, Türkiye, Slovakia and Serbia). There are 6 teams in total. The task of the team 

is to insert as many paper balls into the basket as possible in a certain time. Paper balls are 

thrown alternately, one student at a time, from a distance of 3 meters (free throws). The 

time limit for putting paper balls into the basket is 1 minute. Students who are not currently 

throwing can collect the paper balls that have not been put into a bag that will be attached 

to the hoop of the basket. Collected paper balls are brought to the throwing line. Teams play 

one by one. 

 



3. Bowling 

 
Each team has 8 members. Each team is made up of students from different countries (Italy, Spain, 

Poland, Türkiye, Slovakia and Serbia). There are 6 teams in total. The task of the team is to knock 

down all cones (plastic bottles) by rolling tennis balls from a distance of 10 meters. Students take 

turns shooting the cones one at a time. After the student shoots the cones, he quickly runs to get the 

tennis ball and returns to the end of the shooting column. The time limit for knocking down the 

cones is 1 minute. If the team knocked down all the cones before the end of one minute, the time for 

which the team knocked down all the cones is recorded. If a minute has passed and the team has not 

knocked down all the cones, the number of knocked down cones is recorded. Each team knocks 

down 10 cones. All teams play simultaneously. 

 

4. Be nimble 

 

Each team has 8 members. Each team is made up of students from different countries (Italy, 

Spain, Poland, Türkiye, Slovakia and Serbia). There are 6 teams in total. All teams play 

simultaneously. The goal of the game is for the team to transfer 8 plastic bottles over a 

distance of 10 x 2 meters in the shortest possible time and place them in a box as follows:  

- At the start, the students are arranged in a column according to their own agreement and 

each have a bottle in their hands; 

 - The first student at the signal to start the game, with a bottle in his hands, in the shortest 

possible time covers a distance of 10 x 2 meters, going around the cone, returning to the 

starting position and handing his bottle to the next student; 

 - The second student, after taking the bottles, repeats the same procedure and hands over 

his two bottles to the next student; 

 - The third student, after taking the bottles, repeats the same procedure and hands his three 

bottles to the next student;  



- The fourth student, after taking the bottles, repeats the same procedure and hands his four 

bottles to the next student; 

 - The fifth student, after taking the bottles, repeats the same procedure and hands over his 

five bottles to the next student; 

 - The sixth student, after taking the bottles, repeats the same procedure and hands over his 

six bottles to the next student; 

 - The seventh student, after taking the bottles, repeats the same procedure and hands over 

his seven bottles to the next student;  

- The eighth (last) student, after taking the bottles, runs a distance of 10 x 2 meters and puts 

all eight bottles into the box. That's game over.  

If a bottle is dropped during the game, the student who dropped it is obliged to pick up the 

bottle and continue the game. Scoring: The first team gets 4 points, the second team 3 

points, the third team 2 points and the other teams 1 point each. All teams play 

simultaneously. 

 

 

 

 


